








Our company has a reputation of delivering cutting-edge, effective security solutions with ease of implementation.

• Never  been 
compromised. 

• Over 75 worldwide 
patents. 

• Extensive, exclusive 
trade secret. 

• No effect on artwork. 

• Compatible with most 
printing processes and inks. 

• Multi-layered solutions with 
security level control.

GSSC has a long reputation of providing state of the art technology to major 
US government agencies and international governments for protecting ID 
documents and other vital records. GSSC has worked with large security 
printers and technology integrators in direct partnership to deliver custom 
high-quality features for government projects. 

•Trusted by Major Government Agencies for Passports and ID Cards 

•Border Control Integration for Passport Readers at Customs & 
Immigration 

•Several US States for Permanent and Temporary Driver’s Licenses 

•Other International Governments for Land Deeds and Vital Documents 

GRAPHIC SECURITY SYSTEMS CORPORATION

•Pioneers in the anti-counterfeiting industry for over 40 years  
 
•Inventors of Scrambled Indicia (SI®) patented technology  
 
•Flexible integration – SI works on most printing processes with no changes to 
standard printing procedures or need for special inks. 
 
•Over 75 worldwide patents including extensive trade secrets. 
 
•Used on billions of brand packaging and Never Compromised! 
 
•BrandMark technology currently protects products throughout the Nutraceutical and 
Pharmaceutical industry. 

•GSSC’s SI technology is used in the following industries; Pharmaceutical, Automotive, 
Electronics, FMCG, Precious Metals (bullion), Vital/ Travel 
Documents, Tobacco Products, Postage Stamps and Currency 



PLACES YOU WILL FIND BRANDMARK IN USE 

Passports/ID 

U.S. Passport Card 
USA Driver Licenses: Connecticut, Hawaii, 
New Hampshire, New Mexico, Oklahoma, West Virginia 
Bangladesh passport 
Baja California Driver License 
Belgium passport 
Dominican Republic passport 
Ecuador Passport 
El Salvador Supreme Court ID card 
Congo passport 
Gabon passport 
Guinea passport 
Hong Kong Passport 
S. Korea Foreign Workers ID card 
Laos ID 
Indonesia passport laminate 
Mexico Consular ID 
Mexico Visa 
Macau Passport 
Nevis/St. Kitts ID 
Panama Maritime passport 
Paraguay passport 

Romania border control readers 
Saudi Arabia passport laminate 
Singapore passport laminate 
Spain ID 
Taiwan passport 
United Kingdom passport 
 
Banknotes 

Oman 
Mozambique 
Spain 
Uruguay

Live ID is a combination of GSSC’s patented graphic security processes: 

- VIPhoto – Protects the main photo and personalization data from substitution or alteration. 
- DataMark – Anti-copy smartphone verified feature with complete backend system. 
- StealthSI – Ultra-covert feature hidden with invisible UV ink. Requires special light. 
- Doc-U-Lok – Protects personalization data from alteration.



SECURE LIVE ID  

Each of these process plays a significant role in protecting the Live Id from counterfeiting/ corruption and providing the front-end portal 
into the backend system, from a physical ID, through either our custom designed icon or embedded in the background artwork, which 
is accessed by our app to retrieve the up-to-date pertinent info on that individual. 

The back end, run by the authorized group ie; government, is in real time by geo location time stamped and shows a history of what 
authorized personal have seen what info on that individuals Live ID by geo location anywhere in the world. 

It will also show by location / time when a regular individual has clicked onto a live id to see it for just authentication purposes: for 
example, a club, bar or airport, etc. the app will work for everyone, but authorized users get to see a pass fail and then the required 
info and the public just gets a pass / fail that it’s a real ID. 
 
Because we are an app that’s based on our AI, we don’t need an internet connection to do a pass / fail read but you will need an 
internet connection to retrieve the backend info. 

We are already a us state dept sole source vendor for the US passport card and we are on 6 states drivers licenses, so we’ve already 
been through the integration process. It will be very easy to get this rolled out as all we have to do is create new secure files with the 
security printers of passports and license and the reissue to the population. 

No one has to take a new pic as they can use with what's on file but because each id is personalized it will be done as fast as possible 
and then everyone  
will receive a new license and passport and activate with the app and ready to go. 

While this is going on, the back-end systems must be built to accommodate all users and viewers such as authorized COVID test 
administrators  
and COVID vaccine locations. Essentially the back-end systems can have whatever info the government will require 
 
On the sample below, #2 data mark is what you would click onto from the app which is accessed through the camera.  
The camera reads our Technology, authenticates, and then leads it the back end for the info for authorized users only. 
 
The public just gets to see a pass / fail.



SECURE LIVE ID - PASSPORT  

1) VIPhotoTM – Variable photo/ data protection. 

2) DataScreenTM – Microtext ghost image. 

3) Micro IndiciaTM – Hidden microtext. 

4) Stealth SI® – Hidden image in UV ink. 

5) SwitchTM – Semi-overt backlight feature.



SERIALIZATION SOLUTION EXAMPLE - APP

Customizable interactive app allows customs, TSA, employers, medical 
professionals, security, etc. to verify authenticity and other info of ID by scanning the 
secure barcode and DataMark features. 
 
Complete backend database system allows for thorough analysis of all activities 
including data about where all scans took place, who scanned, which products were 
scanned, location, date, time, any variable or serialization data, etc.



Backend System – Map, Analytics & Scan results 

Customizable analytics can be categorized and used 
to determine the trends of scanning, location, 
devices and other data. Visual graphs and charts 
make it easy and quick to view the progress of a 
program or campaign. User credentials allows only 
authorized access.

A key function of the comprehensive backend system 
is to display exactly where scans are taking place, 
and to provide a snapshot of results. The map can be 
zoomed into a street-level to precisely locate scans. 
Satellite view can be used to view nearby buildings 
and businesses.

A complete list of all captured data can be sorted by 
fields and exported into reports. Scan results including 
captured and decoded images are ana lyzed 
automatically to identify a wide range of counterfeit 
attempts. User credentials allows only authorized access.



BrandMark can be used as an evidentiary tool to prove the counterfeit nature of the unauthentic goods without  
forcing the client to disclose lucrative trade secrets 

Technology Comparison 



Undetectable with the naked eye. 

Printed with existing links.  

Anti-Alteration. 

Authenticated with optical decoder or iDetector®. 

Sophisticated variable encoding  



Doc-U-Lok® Digital document redaction.

Traditional redaction is permanent. Usually done with a black marker or a 
block-out/ blur graphic, there was no way for authorized personnel to 
retrieve the information. 

Doc-U-Lok® digital redaction conceals information the same way traditional 
redaction does, but allows for only authorized personnel to decode and view 
the redacted content. 

Viewable through an optical decoder or a smartphone.



Multi-Angle Optical Decoding Indicia in a Hologram



DataScreen™ 

Micro text images.
Sample ID Card

Enlarged to show detail

DataScreen™ is an anti-tamper feature that generates a ghost image 
with variable information such as names, dates, S/N, etc. It takes place 
automatically in the image generation/ personalization process. 
Compatible with inkjet, dye-sub, re-transfer and laser-engraving.

Sample ID Card



VIPhoto™ 

Hidden information in ID photo.

Optical Decode

VIPhoto™ is an anti-tamper feature that generates a main ID facial photo with 
embedded hidden variable information such as names, dates, S/N, etc. 
Compatible with inkjet, dye-sub, re-transfer and laser-engraving.

*Incorporates embedded forensic signature.

Digital DecodeSample ID Card



Micro Indicia™ Hidden micro text feature.

Micro Indicia™ is a highly secure and discrete image that 
contains hidden microtext. Static or variable information less 
than 2pt. font size can be embedded and decoded digitally. 
Smartphones require a lighting + magnification attachment.

Compatible with: 

Offset and Intaglio printing for static images. 

Laser-Engraving is recommended for variable applications.

Sample ID Card



Through a proprietary method a secure hidden image is embedded during the minting 
process. Using a simple optical device or a smartphone allows for easy public 
verification of precious metals and coins. Continues to prevent counterfeiting on a 
global scale.



Fold Banknote in half Align OPTICAL DECODING 
Window with TrueTone™ 
Image to Self-Authenticate

SELF-AUTHENTICATING BANKNOTE



Spectrum Indicia™ 

Hidden color effect. 

Request video demoREQUEST VIDEO DEMOS



Overt security feature for banknotes and 
windowed documents. Requires perfect 
registration to print.  

Easy to verify – simply hold up to a light or 
backlight with a smartphone flash.



SECURITY TECHNOLOGY ROBUSTNESS

BrandMark® is unique and unlike any other security technology. Due to its distinct technological characteristics including steganographic imaging, 
proprietary image acquisition and machine learning algorithms, it’s difficult to accurately quantify its level of robustness pertaining to ease of 
replication and overall comprisable volatility. 
Our hope is to illustrate below some of the extensive preparation processes involved in assuring its level of robustness and security before 
deployment. 
 
GSSC conducts its own internal testing where we use high resolution scanning/printing equipment while applying sophisticated counterfeiting 
methods and techniques. Even with the pre-knowledge of understanding how our own security image was created, our experienced team of 
software engineers and graphic designers have a challenging time finding ways to compromise the technology.  

Only until we have exhausted all feasible counterfeiting attempts do we authorize the release of the solution. 

Before we release our clients’ customized BrandMark solution for consumer / inspector usage, we make sure we run the system through a series of 
rigorous tests and calibrations. 

Below are just a few steps taken before we release the system: 

• 50,000 to 100,000 images are taken of the icon to create our Machine Learning models 
• Approximately 200 copies produced using multiple printing variations and qualities 
• Replication of icon using printing equipment including: Offset, Flexo, Digital and Laser Engraving processes with resolution 
ranging from 300 dpi to 12,000 dpi. 
Please see next 3 slides - Difficulties of Mass Production which illustrates BrandMark’s counterfeiting challenges.



DIFFICULTIES OF MASS PRODUCTION

In order to mass produce the counterfeit icon, a counterfeiter will 
have to use offset printing. Inkjet/ digital and other short run low 
resolution printers cannot achieve the volume needed to make a profit. 

When printing with offset, you need to convert each color separation to 
a black and white image that can be used to burn a physical printing 
plate. 

Compare the original image to the copied image. Aside from the quality 
difference, the color separations start as RGB and have to be converted 
to CMYK. 

The copied separations are heavily contaminated by the rest of the 
image.



DIFFICULTIES OF MASS PRODUCTION

Inkjet printing utilizes a stochastic screen, which is a much 
finer screen and represents an image very well, even 
microscopically. 
 
Offset printing requires a dot or line screen, which can 
also be very fine, however, due to the process utilizing 
physical plates, it is required to cleanup each color 
separation in order to print it properly. 
 
This step forces the counterfeiter to manually set a 
threshold for how the image 
should look, which cannot be done without slightly 
altering the image.

Offset Dot Structure                                Inkjet Stochastic Structure



DIFFICULTIES OF MASS PRODUCTION

As you can see below, if you try to threshold, or turn each 
separation into a bitmap black and white image, you run 
into issues. There are contaminations issues of different 
colors showing up, which can cause moirés in printing. 

There are also density control issues in both shadows and 
highlights, causing fill ins or drop-outs.

When these are printed in register with the other colors, 
the overall image looks quite different, as it is difficult to 
control color or eliminate noise and artifacts. 

These issues will occur for any mass production process, 
whether offset, flexo, gravure, even digital presses; 
eliminating 95% or more of volume counterfeits.

Example Light Threshold                                          Example Normal                                         Threshold Example Dark Threshold


